Above: The "Holy man of Burning Man"
Brian Baker arrives at Burning Man.
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FROM HOLY MAN
TO BURNING MAN:
BRIAN BAKER
By Hayden Seder
Photography by Brian Baker
Like Moses wandering the desert, Father Brian Baker wandered, lost in the desert
of Black Rock Playa, during one of the area's typical sand storms. Seeing a faint glow
of light, he made a beeline toward it and discovered a platform with a simple bench,
a lamppost, and four strangers who had all made their way to the same venue. After
talking with the strangers, Brian offered blessings, his personal form of currency he had
brought to Burning Man, the gathering of community and art taking place in this desert.
One man stepped forward and asked to be blessed. As they stood in the dirt, Brian said,
“The world now is too dangerous and too beautiful for anything but love,” and then
proceeded to anoint him.
“I anoint your eyes so that you see God in everyone.”
“I anoint your ears so you hear the cry of the poor.”
“I anoint your lips so you speak nothing but the truth in love.”
“I anoint your hands so that everything you give and everything you
receive is a sacrament.”
“I anoint your feet so that you run to those who need you.”
Then he pointed to the man’s heart.
“And may your heart be so opened and so set on fire, your love changes everything.”
And with that, the young man fell into Brian’s arms and sobbed.
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“Wellness means being whole physically, emotionally, and
spiritually. The Wellness Festival is a good opportunity to
annually check in to see how we are doing in those three
areas and make course corrections where needed.”
- Brian Baker

Above: Part of an art installation at Burning Man.

For anyone who has attended Burning Man, heard about, or
seen photos of the famous gathering of community and art,
spirituality and wellness may seem far removed. After all, people
in scantily-clad outfits run wild in a desert populated by art
structures and moving LED-lit vehicles all while participating in activities from concerts to toaster tossing and more. But
for priest Brian Baker, who attended the 2015 festival with his
22-year-old daughter, the experience ended up being more of a
“spiritual retreat,” an experience that gave him lasting spiritual
insight. Upon returning from Burning Man, Brian gave a sermon
about the event, which has been viewed over 32,000 times on
Vimeo. The spirituality garnered from this event is something
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that people have been keen to learn more about, and which attendees of the Sun Valley Wellness Fesival will have the opportunity to do at Brian’s talk, “Welcome Home: A Priest’s Spiritual
Journey Through Burning Man.”
An Episcopal priest at St. Thomas Church in Sun Valley from
1998 until 2006, Brian has always felt a close connection
between the church and wellness as well as other religions. It
was while living in Sun Valley that Brian began studying yoga
and Buddhism. “I was interested in yoga as a spiritual practice,” explains Brian. “I wanted a way of praying that involved
my body. Christianity is an embodied, enfleshed religion.” His
introduction to Buddhism came when he was asked by local Pilar
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Tumolo to officiate at her Buddhist-Episcopal wedding. “She
was a devout Buddhist. In the process of planning her wedding,
I became interested in learning more about Buddhism.” And
while it may seem like being an Episcopal priest who studies with
Tibetan Buddhists would be a conflict of interest, for Brian the
journey is about spirituality, no matter the source. Brian explains,
“I am interesting in coming alive spiritually—living with greater
peace and joy. My path in this endeavor is Christianity. But I
have learned important lessons from people of other faiths. We
don’t need to believe the same things in order to learn from each
other.”
This openness to new experiences, religions, and spirituality

paved the way to Burning Man. After being invited to attend by
his daughter, Brian was excited for the new experience but had
no idea how much of a spiritual journey it would become. Now
going into its 30th year, Burning Man is held on the Black Rock
Playa of Nevada’s desert. The event attracts some 70,000 people
now making it the fourth largest city in Nevada for nine days.
Much like a religion or any community with beliefs, Burning
Man is built on 10 values: radical inclusion, gifting, decommodification, radical self-reliance, radical self-expression; communal effort; civic responsibility; leaving no trace; participation;
immediacy. Many of these ideas—being present, not relying on
material wealth, etc—are something strived for in the wellness
community, making it the perfect “spiritual retreat” for anyone.
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Opposite Page (clockwise from top left): The Temple at Burning Man; Brian in his party hat; an art installation of a bench with lamppost; a festival attendee on a custom bike;
an art installation of a woman. This page (from left to right): Brian with his 22-year-old daughte, Laura; a large art installation.

And for Brian, the experience was life-changing. “The festival
spoke directly to me. I went with an open mind and open heart
knowing the festival would be an interesting experience but I
was surprised when, about halfway through, I realized I was on
a spiritual retreat that was transformational.” The openness and
practice of complete non-judgement made everyone feel welcomed in the community. And the practice of decommodification means that everyone must come prepared with something to
offer in exchange for other goods. For Brian, this was his blessings. In giving these blessings and just having conversations with
strangers, Brian realized that many people at the festival had a
true spiritual yearning as well as a yearning to be in a community
that was open, accepting, and safe.
Upon his return, Brian formulated all the thoughts he was having about the wonders of Burning Man into a sermon that has
resonated with many “burners” who didn’t know how to put the
experience into the right words. Brian makes the connection that,
much like the open community of Burning Man, the church or
any religion can be that same space for many. In church, you’re
welcomed no matter who you are, what you do, or what you
look like. Other church members are there for you and to be the

shoulder you cry upon. And it is a place where, as Brian says,
“Love can change everything.”
Using these ideas of love and openness, something present in
many talks at the Wellness Festival, Brian will speak about his
experience to the attendees of this years’ Wellness Festival. Having spoken at the Wanderlust festival a few years ago and at last
year’s Wellness Festival, Brian is excited to bring his expertise to
this year’s event. “I hope the experience I had of non-judgement
and generosity of spirit can come alive for the listeners,” explains
Brian of what he hopes people take away from his talk. “We
expend too much energy judging others and ourselves. I hope
people leave the talk with hearts that are more generous and
open to the world and others.”
BRIAN BAKER EVENTS
“Welcome Home: A Priest’s Spiritual Journey Through
Burning Man”
Sunday, May 29
3:45pm at Sawtooth Room
For more information on and tickets to the Sun Valley
Wellness Festival visit sunvalleywellness.org.
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